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Perimeter and selection of the non-financial 

indicators published in this report

The period covered is from January 1st, 2007 to 
December 31st, 2007. The published indicators are 
linked to major social and environmental stakes for BIC.
Social indicators are related to the BIC permanent 
workforce. Health and Safety indicators are related 
to BIC employees in production sites except those 
recently acquired, which that will be integrated in 
2008 reports.
Environmental indicators are related to the Group 
factories and one warehouse.
Community activity reports are based on a question-
naire sent annually to subsidiary management. 
Sustainable Development team members check the 
coherence of these published figures.
The application of procedures to a selection of non-
financial indicators received an external verification. 
The certificate is in this report.
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For the first time, we have brought together in one single 

document the BIC Group’s annual report and sustainable 

development report. Join us in a voyage of shared values 

and discover through the eyes of two young travelers,

the many sides to our story. Their itinerary meanders 

through a Mediterranean village in France, an open-air

shop in Pakistan, a BIC factory, and New York City…

in fact, everywhere that BIC® products are designed, 

manufactured and used. Along with these two young 

travelers, meet the people who make BIC® a world brand,

chosen and loved throughout the world.
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In the beginning, a vision
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The BIC story is first of all the story of a vision: we offer simple, inventive and 
reliable choices, for everyone, everywhere, every time. Out of this vision came
the BIC® Cristal® ballpoint pen, perhaps the Company’s best-known product.
It revolutionized writing habits and quickly became a worldwide market standard. 
The launch of the first BIC® lighter, and then the first BIC® shaver soon followed. 
Today, that same vision still guides our spirit of continuous innovation and our 
development of product lines, which are as diverse as they are broad –
chosen and loved by millions of consumers around the world.
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How did the BIC Group perform
in the 2007 business environment?

Mario Guevara: Despite a challenging sec-
ond half, our teams achieved sales growth 
of 4.7 percent at constant currencies for 
the year, with strong consumer takeaway 
in all three categories. As planned, nor-
malized income from operations grew 
slower than sales as a result of increased 
brand support linked to the launch of our 
first shaver with cartridge refills, the BIC® 
Soleil® System/Clic shaver.

In stationery, net sales growth and market 
share gains in Europe were offset by net 
sales declines in North America. This soft 
performance was due to customer inven-
tory reductions, even though consumer 
point of sale purchases were positive for 
the year.

The acquisition of PIMACO in Brazil allowed 
BIC to strengthen its presence in the office 
supply segment and to extend its distribu-
tion network. The BIC Graphic promotional 
products business remained slow. For 
lighters, BIC experienced growth in almost 
every region, with good performance in 
North and Latin America and slight growth 
in Europe. In shavers, the strong perfor-
mance of our triple-blade one-piece prod-
uct more than offset the decline of our 
classic single-blade products.

Bruno Bich: We are facing a very difficult 
time in the world economy, especially in 
the US, where we do a large part of our 
business. Nonetheless, the fundamentals, 
which for over 50 years have underpinned 
the BIC business model, remain true: this 
includes our classic products and our con-
tinuous efforts to improve their quality. We 
also continue to focus on value-added 
innovations that enable us to respond to 
changing consumer expectations. 

Moreover, we are strengthening our world 
presence, regularly reducing our costs, 
and pursuing a targeted “bolt-on” acquisi-
tion strategy. An example was the 2007 
acquisition of Atchison Products, Inc., a 
supplier of promotional bags, in the USA.

How did the transition
to child-resistant lighters
in Europe proceed?

Mario Guevara: Since March 11, 2008, pocket 
lighters sold to consumers have to be child 
resistant and novelty lighters are forbid-
den. BIC has never sold novelty lighters.

For the BIC Group, the transition to child-
resistant lighters progressed throughout 
the year without any major disruptions to 
our business. However, we continue to be
proactive with a marketing and advertising 
program aimed at informing and educating 
retailers, distributors and consumers about 
lighter safety and the new regulations.

Bruno Bich: When BIC launched its first 
lighter, over 30 years ago, we intentionally
made the pusher red so that consumers
would be reminded that the lighter pro-
duced a flame and they should be cautious. 
The quality and safety of BIC® lighters has 
always been our first priority, right from 
the very start and today, all BIC® lighters 
conform with, or exceed, the requirements 
of the now mandatory international safety 
standard ISO 9994. In each of our four lighter 
factories, employees spend more than 
25 percent of their time checking quality. 

Furthermore, BIC has always supported 
initiatives throughout the world that aim to 
strengthen the application of legislation for 
lighter safety. Child-resistant regulations 
currently exist in the US, Canada, Australia 
and New Zealand. BIC has been manufac-
turing child-resistant lighters for 15 years 
for these countries. We support the new 
European regulations and we are working 
with the European Commission to ensure 
that these regulations are respected by all 
of the stakeholders in the marketplace, in 
order to ensure safety for consumers and 
a better spirit of fair trade in the business.

Message from Bruno Bich,
Chairman of the Board,
and Mario Guevara, CEO
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BIC has recently started
to offer refillable shavers.
Is this a long-term strategy?

Mario Guevara: Triple-blade shavers were 
again the main growth drivers in Europe 
and North America. At the end of December 
2007, sales of one-piece triple-blade shav-
ers accounted for 41 percent of total sales 
for BIC® shavers. 

In March 2007, leveraging the success of 
the BIC® Soleil® brand, we launched our 
first shaver with cartridge refills, the BIC® 
Soleil® System/Clic for women in the US 
and UK. This new product was well received 
by the trade, and sales of shaver handles 
were in line with our early forecasts. 
However, competition in the second half of 
2007 was intense.

Bruno Bich: We have manufactured shavers 
for more than 30 years and our current 
portfolio includes a range of one-piece 
triple-blade shavers. We have a strong 
market share within the male segment 
thanks to the BIC Comfort 3® range, and an 
even stronger market share within the 
female segment with our BIC® Soleil® 
brand and we continue to strengthen these 
segments. Shavers with refills account for 
the majority of the wet-shave market and 
have their own market dynamics.

Despite slower than expected sales of the 
BIC® Soleil® System/Clic shaver, we contin-
ue to develop our business within this par-
ticular segment.

What are the major accomplishments
of your sustainable development
program?

Mario Guevara: More than three years ago, 
we launched our sustainable development 
program and in 2007 we made significant 
progress, notably in the measurement of 
the environmental impact of our products. 
We also strengthened the Carbone foot-
print method for assessing greenhouse 
gas emissions for our sites and our trans-
port activities. Furthermore, we are proud 
to announce our participation in the Carbon 
Disclosure Project, as well as the accep-
tance of BIC into the French index, CDP 
Leadership. Also in 2007, there were relevant 
product initiatives, including the launch by 
BIC Graphic USA of its BIC® Ecolutions™ 
line of writing instruments and sticky notes 
made from recycled materials.

Bruno Bich: Our products are designed to 
serve a very precise function – draw a col-
ored line on paper, produce a flame, or 
shave hair. In keeping with this concept, 
our classic products are functional, reli-
able, excellent value for money and use the 
least amount of materials possible. As a 
result, they meet the growing and legiti-
mate concerns of users who wish to protect 
the environment. However, in the more 
developed countries, a growing number of 
consumers increasingly request more 
sophisticated, value-added products which 
require more raw materials; as with our 
classic products, we systematically maxi-
mize the environmental performance of 
these new products as well. In this way, 
BIC offers consumers a choice. 

From the start, we have always placed our 
BIC Values (ethics, responsibility, team-
work, simplicity and ingenuity) at the cen-
ter of day-to-day interactions with our 
employees (whose training and develop-
ment is our constant goal), shareholders, 
customers and consumers. We thank them 
once again for their trust.
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Honor the past,
Invent the future

BIC is a world market leader in stationery products, lighters and shavers.
For over 50 years, BIC has manufactured imaginative, reliable products
for everyone, everywhere in the world.

Today, its guiding vision ensures that BIC® enjoys international stature
among the world’s best-known brands. Millions of consumers in more
than 160 countries choose and appreciate BIC® products.

A GUIDING VISION

Every BIC® product is designed, manufactured 
and distributed according to the following
principles:

>  The only goal of a BIC® product is to serve 
its purpose for as long as possible: draw
a line, produce a flame, provide a shave…

>  Each BIC® product undergoes numerous
quality assurance checks (e.g., there are
over 50 separate, automated quality
checks for lighters).

>  Every BIC® product is designed with
optimum use of materials and processes
in mind – nothing is superfluous.

VALUES AND A SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT CULTURE…
… IN HARMONY WITH OUR VISION

Our vision also inspires the structure of the
BIC Group, which throughout its history has
recognized the importance of good corporate
citizenship. BIC values – ethics, responsibility,
teamwork, simplicity and ingenuity – inspire
employees to deliver innovative products and
service to all of the company’s stakeholders.

2 km

of writing for
a BIC® Cristal®

ballpoint pen
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No.1
No.2

No.1

3.2
8,576 

worldwide
for ballpoint pens

worldwide
for stationery
products

worldwide
for branded pocket 
lighters

million
outlets

employees

24
5

10

million
BIC® stationery products

million
BIC® lighters

million
BIC® shavers

* Basis 220 days.

Each day,*

throughout the world,
consumers
choose to buy

lights for
a Maxi BIC®

lighter

3,000 10
days of

shaving for
a BIC Comfort 3®

shaver
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 Net sales  1,448 1,456

 Gross profit  710 715

 Income from operations  254 256

 Normalized income from operations(1) 259 254

 Income tax expense  (86) (88)

 Group net income 170 173

 Capital expenditure 71 77

 Closing cash and cash equivalents  167 199

 Employees 8,512 8,576

 in million euro 2006 2007

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT

(1) Excluding USA restructuring and real estate gains.

(2) Excluding other products.  2007 non-financial indicators audited. 

2007 Key figures

2007 INCOME
FROM OPERATIONS

BY CATEGORY(2)

2007 NET SALES
BY GEOGRAPHY

2007 NET SALES
BY CATEGORY

NET SALES BY
COUNTRY LEVEL

OF DEVELOPMENT
ACCORDING

TO THE UNITED
NATIONS HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT
INDEX (HDI)

HIGH HDI

93.65%

MEDIUM HDI

6.34%

LOW HDI

0.01%

STATIONERY

42%

SHAVERS

9%

LIGHTERS

49%

NORTH AMERICA

AND OCEANIA

43%

LATIN

AMERICA

19%

MIDDLE EAST,

AFRICA AND ASIA

6%

STATIONERY

49 %

OTHER PRODUCTS

6%

LIGHTERS

27%

SHAVERS

18%

EUROPE

32%
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2005 2006

1,448
1,456
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NET SALES

2006 2007

NORMALIZED INCOME FROM OPERATIONS(1)

2006 20072006 2007

(1) Excluding USA restructuring and real estate gains.

(2) As reported.

(1) On a comparative basis.

GROWTH OF NET SALES(1) BY CATEGORY

GROUP LIGHTERS SHAVERS

GROUP NET INCOME

+ 3.3% + 3.7%

+ 9.2%

in million euros

in million euros

in million euros

in million euros

Group net sales grew by 3.3% on a comparative basis and 4.7% at constant currencies.

The normalized income from operations declined by 2.0%.
It increased by 1,1% on a comparative basis.

Group net income increased by 1.6% as reported,
to 173 million euros.

– 2.0%(2)

+ 1.6%(2)

– 0.6%

STATIONERY
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  Dec. 31, 2006 Dec. 31, 2007
  in thousand euros in thousand euros

Net sales 1,448,101 1,456,088
Cost of goods (738,509) (741,063)
Gross profit 709,592  715,025

Distribution costs (232,970) (234,574)
Administrative expenses (143,953) (142,100)
Other operating expenses (86,790) (94,749)
Other operating income and expense 8,019  12,204 
Income from operations 253,898  255,806

Finance costs (3,577) (5,859)
Other net finance revenue / (expenses) 6,724  11,249
Income before tax 257,045  261,196

Income tax expense (86,423) (87,762)
Net income from continued operations 170,622  173,434
Net income from discontinued operations - -
Income before minority interest 170,622  173,434

Minority interest (404) (557)

Group net income 170 218  172,877

Earnings per share (in euros) 3.43 3.51
Diluted earnings per share* (in euros) 3.41 3.50
Weighted average number of shares outstanding
net of treasury shares 49,661,931 49,244,579

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT

* Diluted items are options for subscribing for new shares.

2007 Income statement
and Balance sheet
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  Dec. 31, 2006 Dec. 31, 2007Assets in thousand euros in thousand euros

Property, plant and equipment 356,606  344,716 
Investment properties 17,575  14,984 
Goodwill 189,114  193,673 
Intangible assets 39,864  39,312 
Equity investments 79  78 
Other non-current assets 25,859  19,518 
Deferred tax assets 102,042  91,558 
Derivative financial instruments 35 120 
Non-current assets 731,174  703,959 

Inventories  293,616   333,341 
Income tax advance payments  13,950  11,283 
Trade and other receivables 348,449  345,984 
Other current assets 14,938  11,556 
Current derivative financial instruments 16,344  473 
Other current financial assets 26,996  22,789 
Cash and cash equivalents 176,663  200,547 
Assets held for sale 1,216   1,125 
Current assets  892,172  927,098 

TOTAL ASSETS 1,623,346  1,631,057 

  Dec. 31, 2006 Dec. 31, 2007Equity and liabilities in thousand euros in thousand euros

Share capital 188,201  186,439
Accumulated profits 900,250 1,001,990
Translation reserve 13,108 (12,407)
Cash flow hedge derivatives 8,693 (1,758) 
Group Shareholders’ equity 1,110,252 1,174,264 

Minority interest 1,696  219
Shareholders’ equity 1,111,948 1 174 483

Non-current borrowings 26,555  23,321
Retirement benefit obligation 135,565  104,099
Provisions 31,966  27,969
Deferred tax liabilities 25,344  18,311
Non-current hedging contracts 18  315
Non-current liabilities 219,448  174,015

Trade and other payables 93,688  92,352
Current borrowings 30,466  29,097
Current tax due 25,919  29,352
Other current liabilities 138,221  129,966
Current hedging contracts 3,656  1,792
Current liabilities 291,950  282,559

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 1,623,346 1,631,057
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May 21
Annual Share-
holders’ meeting

May 22
Shareholders’ meeting, 
Marseille

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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in euros 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Highest 44.66 39.45 38.60 51.30 57.00 60.12

Lowest 27.21 26.10 33.71 37.10 46.08 47.07

Average daily volume 69,189 53,892 41,525 59,685 73,570 89,656

BIC SHARE KEY FIGURES

Change
as reported

PER SHARE DATA
(NET OF TREASURY SHARES)

(1) Excluding USA restructuring and real estate gains.

(2) Dividend proposed at the Annual Shareholders’ meeting on May 21, 2008.

(3) Used for EPS calculation.

Shareholders’ review

DIVIDEND PER SHARE IN €

2003 2004 2005 2007

0.80 0.90(1)
1.15

1.35

2006

1.30

(1) A special dividend of €1.00 per share was paid for year 2004.

KEY DATES FOR
SHAREHOLDERS IN

2008

 
in euros 2006 2007

Earnings
Per Share (EPS) 3.43 3.51 + 2.3%

Normalized EPS(1) 3.49 3.46 – 0.9%

Dividend 1.30 1.35(2) + 3.8%

Pay out ratio 38% 39% 

Average number
of shares net
of treasury shares(3) 49,661,931 49,244,579 
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June 2
Dividend payment

August 6
1st Half Results
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VOTING RIGHTS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 

2007

BICH FAMILY,

INCLUDING MBD

54.5%

MRS ÉDOUARD 

BUFFARD

 5.8%

SILCHESTER 

INTERNATIONAL 

INVESTORS

12.8%

PUBLIC

21.6%

BIC SHARE PRICE SINCE 1997
(in the Eurolist Euronext Paris) • BIC

• CAC 40

Base 100 as of January 1, 1997

BIC SHARE PRICE IN 2007
(in the Eurolist Euronext Paris) • BIC

• CAC 40

Base 100 as of January 1, 2007

BICH FAMILY,

INCLUDING MBD

43.5%

CAPITAL
OWNERSHIP

AS OF DECEMBER 31,
2007

MRS ÉDOUARD

BUFFARD

4.5%
TREASURY

STOCK

1.2%

SILCHESTER 

INTERNATIONAL 

INVESTORS

12.9%

PUBLIC

32.7%

ARNHOLD AND

S. BLEICHROEDER

ADVISERS. LLC

5.2%

ARNHOLD AND

S. BLEICHROEDER

ADVISERS. LLC

5.3%

JAN.
07

FEB.
07

MAR.
07

APR.
07

MAY
07

JUNE
07

JULY
07

AUG.
07

SEP.
07

OCT.
07

NOV.
07

DEC.
07
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EUROPE

32%
of BIC total net sales

Stronger position
despite stronger competition
Sales performance across all categories in 
Europe was significantly better than in 2006.

In the marketplace for writing instruments, 
increasing competition from private label 
brands and low-cost products did not stop 
BIC from consolidating its leading position. 
BIC® and Tipp-Ex® became the leaders 
within the correction market in Europe. 
Among the most remarkable success sto-
ries are a range of innovative products. 
These include the BIC® Cristal® Gel, BIC® 
Easy Clic™ fountain pen (and new roller 
pen format), mechanical pencils, BIC® Kids 
coloring products, and high-end, value 
added products from BIC® Select™.

These good 2007 results were largely due 
to an excellent back-to-school season 
(in-store visibility of BIC® products was 
particularly strong). The work of a dedi-
cated sales force, and renewed partnering 
with distributors also played a key role in 
achieving these results.

For lighters, the transition towards the 
child-resistant regulation was carried out 
without major disruption to the market. 
The brand moved forward with its commu-
nications strategy, showcasing quality and 
safety for its lighters over low-cost imported 
products.

For shavers, BIC maintained and even 
increased its market share in some coun-
tries. The brand was the main player in the 
triple-blade segment, notably due to the 
UK launch of its shaver for women, BIC® 
Soleil® System/Clic with cartridge refills.

At its Sales Team Awards ceremony,
the Belgian magazine, StoreCheck,
gave BIC Belgium first prize in the 
stationery category. The award was
in recognition of the BIC Group’s 
efforts in offering Belgian distributors
maximum added value.

An international brand,
consistent growth
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NORTH AMERICA
AND OCEANIA

43% 
of BIC total net sales

Continued growth
in triple-blade shavers
Although the market for stationery articles 
was sluggish, BIC won new market share, 
especially during the back-to-school sea-
son. At the end of 2007 in the US, key 
retailers reduced their inventories. 
However, consumer spending advanced in 
favor of BIC, thanks to the effectiveness of 
promotional campaigns, and the success 
of key products, such as its mechanical 
pencils and permanent markers.

In 2007, lighter sales remained strong, 
notably thanks to new case pocket lighters 
as well as growth in the multipurpose 
lighter segment. Sales of BIC® Soleil® tri-
ple-blade shavers were particularly strong 
for this region, confirming the power of the 
Soleil® brand. In the US, the launch of 
BIC’s first system shaver, BIC® Soleil® 
with cartridge refills, also contributed to 
growth in the overall shaver business.

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT

A successful campaign
for BIC® Soleil®
The year’s advertising for BIC® 
Soleil® shavers blanketed television, 
radio, the Internet, print media, and 
sales floor promotions. The result: 
BIC® Soleil® brand recognition 
doubled in nine months.
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LATIN AMERICA

19%
of BIC total net sales

2007, the year PIMACO integrated 
with the BIC Group
In 2007, PIMACO, a leading manufacturer 
of adhesive labels in Brazil, was success-
fully integrated with the BIC Group. Acquired 
in 2006, PIMACO is helping increase BIC® 
brand equity in the stationery segment 
across the entire region.

In writing instruments, most Latin Ame-
rican countries recorded positive results, 
even in Brazil where the strong local cur-
rencies favored Asian imports.

In the marketplace for lighters, BIC made 
significant progress compared with 2006. 
This was because the BIC Group and Latin 
American governments promoted greater 
lighter safety. Furthermore, BIC optimized 
distribution systems across the entire region.

In the shaver market, the focus was on tri-
ple-blade models. A TV commercial that 
featured local humor stimulated sales for 
the BIC Comfort 3® Action, a shaver manu-
factured in Brazil. Called Naufrago (“I am 
shipwrecked”) and created in Brazil, the 
commercial aired on all Brazilian TV channels. 
Initial results have been very encouraging.

MIDDLE EAST
AFRICA AND ASIA

6% 
of BIC total net sales

Greater visibility for BIC®

Efforts were aimed at improving the statio-
nery portfolio and showcasing value-added 
products. In a region historically dominat-
ed by the BIC® Cristal® ballpoint pen, this 
strategy paid off during the back-to-school 
season with greater visibility for BIC® 
products and the brand.

Despite competition from imported Asian 
products, BIC saw its lighter sales soar, 
thanks to stronger distribution and the 
launch in 19 countries of limited edition 
lighters, which feature scenes from major 
tourist sites.

BIC highlighted product quality and safety, 
mainly in South Africa with the program, 
“BeSafe”. This approach improved brand 
awareness and created a point of difference 
with imported products of inferior quality.

The successful launch of triple-blade shav-
ers, such as the BIC® 3, vigorously drove 
good results for this business.

In Asia, stationery sales increased. The 
successful launch of new products, such 
as BIC® Reaction™ ballpoint and roller 
pens, and Sheaffer® Valor™ and SGC foun-
tain pens enabled the Company to improve 
its brand image.

An international brand,
consistent growth
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BIC GRAPHIC
Highly integrated marketing
The Graphic Division implemented a num-
ber of successful, dynamic marketing pro-
grams in the writing instrument segment 
during 2007. In Europe, the Digital Color 
Graphics printing process was the subject 
of a series of promotions and marketing 
programs, which led to increased sales. In 
the US, an incentive program called “Power 
Up Your Promotions,” was launched with 
the goal of optimizing distributor profit 
margins. In South America, retractable 
BU2® and Slim Clic Color ballpoint pens 
experienced strong sales.

BIC SPORT
In spite of poor weather conditions during 
much of the summer season, BIC Sport 
Europe sales teams distinguished them-
selves through the quality of their service 
and close relationships with customers.

The International Sailing Federation (ISAF) 
acknowledged the O’pen BIC as an official 
international class of sailing dinghy.

Also a new kayak for adults was launched 
with promising results.

BIC Graphic USA launches 
BIC® Ecolutions™, a range
of products made from
recycled materials
During 2007, BIC Graphic USA
developed an action program focused
on sustainable development.
This included new product designs, 
reduced packaging, and increased 
awareness among employees
and the community.

In 2008, BIC Graphic launched
the Ecolutions™ range, which
includes writing instruments
and BIC® Sticky Note® products
made with recycled materials.

The environment

wins
with O’pen BIC

At the 2007 edition of the Paris Boat Show 

(Salon nautique international de Paris),

the French Minister for Ecology, Jean-Louis 

Borloo, gave the O’pen BIC the Bateau Bleu© 

award in recognition of BIC’s development

of innovative technologies that protect

the environment. The jury lauded the

performance of the O’pen BIC, from its Eco-

Design phase (a low-pollution manufacturing 

process, coupled with savings in energy

and raw materials) to the end of its

life cycle (use of recyclable materials).

The acquisition
of Atchison Products
expands the product offering
of BIC Graphic USA
BIC Graphic USA further enhanced
its product portfolio, acquiring
Atchison Products, Inc., a supplier
of promotional totes, bags, coolers
and backpacks.

w 
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. . .  DE VELOPMENTS . . .. . .  DE VELOPMENTS . . .

Sustainable indicators
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BIC takes a global Sustainable Development stance based on the principle
of continuous improvement. For four years now, this has allowed the Company
to identify areas for improvement and to measure its performance across
the entire spectrum of sustainable development themes – corporate,
social, and environmental.
Faced with the paradox of “disposable” versus “sustainable”, BIC® products are
naturally at the heart of the BIC Group’s sustainable development practices.

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT
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Corporate
governance
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OFFICERS

Mario Guevara
Chief Executive Officer

François Bich
Executive Vice-President

Marie-Aimée Bich-Dufour
Executive Vice-President

OPERATIONS

Nicolas Paillot
Europe, Middle East and Africa

Rick McEttrick
North America and Oceania

Edgar Hernandez
Latin America 

François Bich
Lighters

Ed Dougherty
Stationery and Shavers 

Jack Teague
BIC Graphic

Marie-Aimée Bich-Dufour
Legal

Jim DiPietro
Finance

François Eyssette
Human Resources
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AUDIT COMMITTEE

Edouard Bich (Société MBD)
Olivier Poupart-Lafarge
Frédéric Rostand
Antoine Treuille

COMPENSATION
AND NOMINATING 
COMMITTEE

Gilles Pélisson
Marie-Henriette Poinsot
Frédéric Rostand

(1)  Non-affiliated.

(2) Bich family Holding company represented by Edouard Bich.

From left to right: 

Bruno Bich, Mario Guevara, Marie-Aimée Bich-Dufour, François Eyssette, Jim DiPietro,
Nicolas Paillot, Jack Teague, Edgar Hernandez, Rick McEttrick, François Bich, Ed Dougherty.

AUDITORS

Deloitte & Associés
Statutory Auditor

Grant Thornton
Statutory Auditor

BEAS
Substitute Auditor

Control and public
accounting institute
Substitute Auditor

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Bruno Bich
Chairman

François Bich
Director and Executive Vice-President

Marie-Pauline Chandon-Moët
Director

Mario Guevara
Director and Chief Executive Officer

Gilles Pélisson
Director(1)

Marie-Henriette Poinsot
Director(1)

Olivier Poupart-Lafarge
Director(1)

Frédéric Rostand
Director(1)

Antoine Treuille
Director(1)

Société MBD
Director(2)
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(1) Viénot and Bouton Reports.

(2) Article L.225-21 of the French Business & Commerce Code.

(3)  At its meeting of May 23, 2007, the Board of Directors decided to give the Compensation Committee, henceforth
called the Compensation & Nominating Committee, the following additional missions: (1) propose to the Board
nominations for new directors, while careful to ensure that the Board respects its quorum of independent directors, 
and (2) examine and propose to the Board solutions for a plan of succession for its members, namely in the case
of unforeseen vacancies.

Since March 1st, 2006, the powers of 
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive 
Officer have been separated. The first 
position is held by Bruno Bich and the 
second by Mario Guevara.

Respect for a quorum
of independent directors
In conformity with recommendations on 
good corporate governance, at least one-
third of Board members are independent 
directors (in fact, four out of ten). 
“Independent” means a director who does 

not have a relationship of any kind with the 
BIC Group or with its management, which 
may affect independence of judgment of 
that director. Furthermore, three different 
nationalities are represented, which 
empowers BIC to benefit from a truly inter-
national vision.

Evaluation of Board actions
At the beginning of 2008, a poll (in the form 
of a questionnaire given to each Board 
member) was conducted to evaluate the 
Board’s activities. Among topics covered 

were the composition of the Board, its 
access to information, the quality and 
effectiveness of debate, and the roles and 
performance of the Audit Committee and 
Compensation and Nominating Committee. 
Findings based on responses from the 
directors revealed that there was no appar-
ent reason to modify the rules of order or to 
formalize any further the Board’s activities.

Corporate
governance

GOVERNANCE: LEGAL OBLIGATIONS
AND VOLUNTARY RECOMMENDATIONS BIC PERFORMANCE

  Directors

One-third independent directors (having no 
relationship with the Company, the BIC Group
or its managers that could be construed
to constitute a conflict of interest)(1)

Board
of Directors

Audit
Committee

Compensation
& Nominating
Committee(3)

4/10 3/4 2/3

Number of Board meetings
during the year(1) 4

Attendance rate(1) 97.5% 

Existence of standing committees(1) 2 committee

Number of standing committee meetings
during the year(1) (3)

Audit Committee
Compensation

& Nominating Committee(3)

5 3

Attendance rate(1)
Audit Committee

Compensation
& Nominating Committee(3)

85% 100%

Evaluation of Board performance
once every 3 years(1)

At the beginning of 2008, performance was evaluated by a confidential 
questionnaire. No change was made to the Board’s rules of order

Length of Board members’ mandates 3 years, renewable

Multiple mandates(2) All members conform to rules
concerning multiple mandates

Board member emoluments
Reference Document:

Board Management Report

  Shareholders Quorum for shareholder meetings 78.6% in response to the first invitation
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Exchanges take various forms depending on the public concerned. For three years,
we have shared the Group orientations and practices, as well as progress achieved
in the sustainable development area, with some major stakeholders.

An annual meeting, where our partner expectations are systematically welcomed,
completes this initiative.

Communication
with stakeholders

Shareholders and the financial community, customers, local communities, 
consumers, suppliers and subcontractors – BIC maintains regular and
transparent communications with all of its stakeholders.

MAINTAINING OPEN CHANNELS
OF COMMUNICATION WITH MAJOR STAKEHOLDERS

OUR COMMUNICATION
STAKEHOLDERS CHANNELS

OUR COMMUNICATION
STAKEHOLDERS CHANNELS

Shareholders > Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
and the financial > Shareholders’ meetings
community > Annual Report,
  Reference Document
 > Letters to shareholders
 > Toll-free number
 > Road shows, visiting institutional   
  investors
 > Meetings and conference calls
  with financial analysts
  and journalists
 > Regular information
  by telephone and by e-mail
 > Web site

Customers > Operational partnerships
  with distributors, for logistics
  and IT solutions
 > Participation in trade fairs

Local > Participation in local initiatives
communities  in support of education
  and social issues 

Consumers > Consumer services,
  also accessed via the Web
 > Product information,
  accessed via the Web
 > Consumer market testing

Suppliers and  > Partner relations
subcontractors > Partnering with contract
  manufacturers in order
  to foster economic, social
  and environmental progress

The media > Press conferences, press releases
 > Regular contacts with the press corps

Professional  > Active participation in national
organizations  and international professional 
  organizations (WIMA, EWIMA,
  European Federation of Lighter 
  Manufacturers and others)

Governments > Dialog with government authorities
  at all levels

Employees > Dialog and negotiations with
  workforce/union committees (on site)

 >  Information and training for
employees: BIC University, internal 
newsletters, intranet (BICNet)

 > Employee awareness programs:
  Vision & Values, Code of Ethics, 
  Sustainable Development

 > Employee surveys on BIC values

 > Health and Safety management
  within the different sites
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The sustainable development
team takes the lead
Managing sustainable development is based 
on a continuous improvement approach, 
deployed across the entire BIC Group, year 
after year. Under the leadership of Marie-
Aimée Bich-Dufour, one of BIC’s two exec-
utive vice presidents, this approach bene-
fits from a dedicated structure.

This structure is managed by a team, 
which includes 25 members of different 
nationalities and who represent major 
Group functions; the team meets twice 
yearly and is chaired by Mario Guevara, 
BIC CEO. Its role is to propose strategies 
and corresponding action plans to the BIC 
Group executive committee. It then reports 
on the implementation of programs. The 
team also has the mission of building aware-
ness and mobilizing internal resources in 
pursuit of priorities. All of these missions 
are coordinated by the Sustainable Devel-
opment director, Christine Desbois.

Focused on education
and awareness
In 2007, the BIC sustainable development 
program benefited from numerous presen-
tations given to BIC Group stakeholders:
>  shareholders during the General Meeting 

on May 23,
>  Board members,
>  main shareholders,
>  several socially responsible investors (SRI),
>  major customers, such as providers of 

office supplies,
>  employees, as part of job descriptions 

during the welcoming of new hires and 
thanks to an e-learning tool,

>  buyers from large French companies,
>  technical experts.

BIC and sustainable
development

Sustainable development,
always a strong BIC Group objective

Sustainable development is becoming more and more fundamental
for the daily management of the BIC Group and its long-term perspectives. 
Among the five objectives set for BIC by Mario Guevara in 2008,
was the following: “Transform our commitment to sustainable
development into eco-solutions that will deliver a true competitive
advantage for the Group.”

e-learning
In 2007 BIC University developed
an e-learning course which highlighted 
BIC’s Sustainable Development Program.
The rollout of the course began with
our senior managers who were asked
to take the course and share the 
information with their teams.
Our managers responded very
positively and the course is now 
available for all employees.
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BIC proves to be committed in a consistent 

way to the respect of CSR issues.

The company has a formalized approach 

to all the main CSR issues, effective 

means are implemented and this results 

in one of the best performances in

the sector. In particular, customer

and supplier issues are at the center

of the interest of the company’s policies

and initiatives. 

BIC is in the same way formally

committed to the respect and the

promotion of Human Rights

especially in the workplace. 

The environmental policy is

comprehensive and formalized.

The corporate governance, despite

recent progress, remains

the only domain in which there is

still room for improvement.

Evaluation by

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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FTSE4Good Europe Index
Rated by EIRIS
In 2007, EIRIS recognized BIC Group 
performance, formalizing sustainable 
development policies:

> BIC’s Environment Health
 and Safety policy,
> Code of Conduct,

> Code of Ethics,

> customer/supplier relations,

> corporate governance.

EIRIS also noted an overall improvement
in BIC’s performance, especially for its 
reduced energy and water consumption.

EIRIS pointed out areas of improvement,
for instance, it questioned the attribution
of non-financial responsibilities
to Board members.

BIC in the French Carbon Disclosure Leadership index
The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)
is an initiative, launched by institutional 
investors, which proposes taking into 
account the challenges of climate 
change in investment decisions.
That is why each year the world’s 
largest companies are questioned about 
their greenhouse gas emissions and 
about their corresponding policies.

In 2007, BIC responded for the first 
time to the CDP initiative and was 
listed in the French index, Carbon 
Disclosure Leadership, which includes 
24 French companies whose results
are the most satisfactory in terms
of quality and transparency of 
information provided.

BIC Group evaluation
by Corporate Social Responsibility analysts

Specialized rating agencies evaluate listed companies according
to social and environmental criteria with the purpose of compiling 
stock market indexes based on Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR). These assessments take into account answers to question-
naires and information made public by the companies themselves.

In 2007, BIC was again included in the sustainable development 
index, FTSE4Good Europe. This listing acknowledged the progress 
made by the BIC Group in the areas of corporate governance, 
ethics, the environment and social issues.
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A major role for the
BIC Group Code of Conduct
BIC asks its entire production and supply 
chain to respect the conventions of the 
International Labour Organization. Action 
is organized around the BIC Group Code of 
Conduct, which defines rules in effect on 
sites. This includes standards for a safe 
and healthy work environment, decent 
wages and reasonable hours, no child 
labor, no forced labor and no discrimina-
tion. BIC factories, subcontractors and 
licensed manufacturers apply the BIC 
Group Code of Conduct and consent to 
regular verifications.

No discrimination of any kind
Located throughout the entire world, BIC has 
employees in some 47 countries. 1.3 per-
cent of these employees work in countries 
at risk in terms of respect for human 
rights*. The BIC Group executive commit-
tee includes members from four different 
nationalities and 18 countries are repre-
sented among employees at our head 
offices in Clichy, France.

BIC considers this diversity an advantage 
and vigorously forbids any discriminatory 
practices, whether because of ethnic origin, 
religion, gender or age.

Self-assessment in our factories 
ensures respect for the
BIC Group Code of Conduct 
Since the program began in 2006, 20 out of 
24 BIC factories have undertaken self-
assessments in order to confirm compli-
ance with the BIC Group Code of Conduct. 
This involved responding to a comprehen-
sive questionnaire on practices (wages, 
working hours, freedom of association, dis-
crimination, forced labor and child labor). 
Independent auditors analyzed completed 
surveys. Based on their reports, and if 
necessary, factory directors forwarded 
their corrective action plans and timeta-
bles to BIC Group Human Ressources.

One Code of Conduct

The BIC Group Code of Conduct is based on the International 
Labour Organization (ILO) conventions and is implemented
in BIC factories and in our subcontractors.

BIC Group Code of Conduct 
principes of action
> Safe and healthy work environment,

>  engage in fair and ethical employment 
practices: fair wages and reasonable 
working hours, no child labor, no forced 
labor, no discrimination, freedom
of association, legal compliance,

> no animal testing,

> environmental responsibility,

> publication.

The self-assessment 
program for BIC factories 
is an opportunity
to confirm our effective 
social practices, policies 
and procedures.
In addition, it allows us
to identify how we may 
still improve.

 François Eyssette,
Human Resources Director
for the BIC Group

The complete BIC Group
Code of Conduct is
available on our Web Site
www.bicworld.com

WORKFORCE BY COUNTRY

WITH HUMAN RIGHTS* RISKS 

* Source: Freedom House.

FREE
COUNTRIES

94.6%

“PARTIALLY
FREE”
COUNTRIES

4.1%

“NOT FREE”
COUNTRIES

1.3%

 2007 non-financial indicators audited. 
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CONTRACT MANUFACTURERS

BY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INDEX (HDI)

FOR HOST COUNTRIES

HIGH HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

LOW HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

30%

70%

0%

MEDIUM HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

CONTRACT MANUFACTURERS

BY COUNTRY WITH HUMAN RIGHTS RISKS, 

ACCORDING TO CLASSIFICATION BY THE NGO, 

FREEDOM HOUSE

“FREE” 
COUNTRIES

“NOT FREE” 
COUNTRIES

39%

2%

59%

“PARTIALLY FREE” 
COUNTRIES21

NUMBER OF 

MANUFACTURERS 

IMPLEMENTING 

CORRECTIVE ACTION 

PLANS

44
NUMBER OF 

MANUFACTURERS

HAVING SIGNED

THE BIC GROUP

CODE OF CONDUCT

43
NUMBER OF 

MANUFACTURERS

HAVING UNDERGONE

ASSESSMENT

22
NUMBER OF 

MANUFACTURERS

HAVING COMPLETED 

THEIR CORRECTIVE 

ACTION PLANS

12%
of BIC® products
produced by contract 
manufacturers

China 25

Czech Republic 2

India 3

Italy 2

Japan 2

Malaysia 1

Mexico 1

South Korea 5

Taiwan 2

Vietnam 1

TOTAL 44

Country

Number
of contract 
manufacturers
worldwide
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Performance of subcontractors 
also regularly evaluated
The BIC program for Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) aims to ensure respect 
for the BIC Group Code of Conduct and was 
originally designed for manufacturers 
under contract who produce BIC products, 
distributed the world over. Today, this 
program is extended to subcontractors, 
who produce for the local market as well 
as to licensed manufacturers.

An independent company carries out sys-
tematic evaluations to determine if the 
manufacturer under contract is in confor-
mity with the BIC Group Code of Conduct 
and local regulations. Regular evaluations 

(every two years) subsequently enable ver-
ification that standards are maintained at a 
satisfactory level.

In addition since 2005, every manufacturer 
under contract worldwide has received 
training to ensure better understanding 
and compliance with the BIC Group Code of 
Conduct. A training manual also helps the  
implementation of corrective action plans 
with local BIC teams.

“Constant, ongoing adherence by our subcon-
tractors to the BIC Group Code of Conduct 
will eventually be the single best measure 
of the success of our Corporate Social 
Responsibility program” (Peter Schulten, 
sourcing manager for BIC in China).

1
BIC Contract
Manufacturer 
signs the BIC 
Group Code
of Conduct

2
Independent external 
monitoring agency 
conducts an initial 
assessment
of the Contract 
Manufacturer

3
Contract
Manufacturer
presents
a corrective 
action plan 
(CAP) to BIC

4
Contract
Manufacturer
implements the 
CAP within an 
agreed, reasonable 
time frame

5
Follow-up
assessment(s)
to confirm
implementation
of CAP

6
Ongoing
assessments
(every 2 years)

The BIC
CSR program
in 6 steps

2007 performance indicators
for global contract manufacturers

Subcontractors
are assessed according
to the BIC Group Code of Conduct
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BIC Sustainable development barometer

This tool allows the BIC Group to observe 
its progress and enables reporting. 
Ten indicators relate to environmental 
performance for its products and manu-
facturing activities, as well as to its corpo-
rate and social responsibilities. 

The barometer will also help the sustain-
able development team decide on any cor-
rective actions. It is a landmark develop-
ment, because for the first time, BIC is 
setting itself “quantitative” objectives in 
terms of social and environmental progress.

Since January 2008, monitoring of the BIC sustainable
development program is done using a “barometer”,
which will be in place for three years.

ENVIRONMENT

Measure the environmental

performance of BIC® products

Propose BIC® Stationery products

with environmental benefits Propose eco-optimized packaging

In 2010, 80% of BIC® products will have been
eco-measured. 

In 2010, 50% of BIC® stationery products
will have environmental benefits. 

In 2010, the product/pallet weight ratio will
have increased by 5% (for our top 5 references
for each continent).
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ENERGY TRANSPORTATION

Deploy and maintain management

systems in the BIC factories

Reduce GHG emissions from our production

activities by 5%

Reduce GHG emissions from our transport 

operations by 5%

In 2010, BIC factories will have deployed
management systems for the Environment
and Health & Safety. 

In 2010, BIC factories will have reduced GHG 
emissions (from direct and indirect energy 
consumption) by 5% per ton of product produced.

In 2010, the GHG emissions of international
transport operations will be reduced by 5%
per ton of product transported.
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R

Y

 Stationery 45%

 Lighters 52%

 Shavers 80%

 Environment MS 99%

 Health & Safety MS 98%

 Stationery 36%

 Factories

 Stationery 81%

 Lighters 83%

 Shavers 74%

 International transport
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Using this barometer, the BIC Group
wants to highlight its most significant
work, while above all monitoring
its progress towards ambitious,
yet realistic goals.
   Mario Guevara
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WORKING CONDITIONS

Reduce workers’ accidents Deploy and maintain the BIC Group Code of Conduct

In 2010, 100% of BIC factories will have lower
accident incidence and severity rates than
the French sector average.

In 2010, BIC factories, global and local contract 
manufacturers and licensed manufacturers will
have signed the BIC Group Code of Conduct,
will have been assessed by or with the support
of an independent agency and will have implemented 
or, will be implementing, the BIC CSR program. 

TRAINING DONATION

Develop employees’ employability

Strengthen our commitment towards

our communities

In 2010, BIC employees will get 20 hours
of training per year and training satisfaction
scores will reach a minimum of 80 out of 100. 

In 2010, BIC will contribute more than 0.5%
of pre-tax profit towards its communities: 
product donations, financial aid for philanthropic 
organizations. 

SO
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A
L

 Incidence rate 78%

 Severity rate 73%

 Training 80%

 Satisfaction 100  %

 BIC Factories 83%

 Global contract  
 manufacturers 96%

 Local contract
 manufacturers 17%

 Licensed manufacturers 77%

 Contribution > 0.5%

BIC 2007 61%

OVERALL SCORE 

Each indicator accounts
for 10% of the overall score
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Beyond conventional wisdom…
Unlike products designed to be used only 
once, BIC® writing instruments, lighters 
and shavers are intended to be used for as 
long as possible.

Two essential characteristics contribute to 
the environmental performance of these 
products:

>  They are lightweight, meaning the prod-
ucts are designed on the principle of “just 
what’s necessary” in terms of raw mate-
rial use, with a view to offering the best 
value for money. The result: the best-
selling BIC® products only contain 4 to 5 
grams of plastic.

>  They can be used for a remarkably long 
time. A BIC® Cristal® ballpoint pen draws 
a line 2 kilometers long; a BIC® Maxi 
lighter can produce up to 3,000 lights; a 
BIC Comfort 3® shaver is good for an 
average 10 days of shaving.

… measured environmental 
impacts
One of the important aspects of the BIC 
sustainable development approach is that 
the real environmental impact of its products 
is measured throughout the product life 
cycles. Findings show that the more light-
weight a product is and the longer it is used, 
the better its environmental performance.

In order to ensure its products are light-
weight and are used for a long time (since 
these are decisive criteria in limiting the 
environmental impact of a product), BIC 
constantly looks for ways to reduce the 
quantity of materials used in manufactur-
ing, or how innovative or recycled materi-
als might be used, or whether or not prod-
uct refills are a viable solution. Of course, 
these initiatives have to comply with the 
quality and safety requirements of the 
brand and be compatible with the expecta-
tions of our customers and consumers in 
terms of price, ease of use and availability 
of products.

PRODUCTS THAT TRANSCEND
THE PARADOX OF “DISPOSABLE
YET SUSTAINABLE”

Our key stake:
our products

lights for
a Maxi BIC®

lighter

3,0002 km

of writing for
a BIC® Cristal®

ballpoint pen

10
days of

shaving for
a BIC Comfort 3®

shaver
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 Duration of use 2,000 meters 800 meters 3,000 lights 1,900 lights 1,700 lights 7 days 10 days

SIMPLIFIED LIFE CYCLE EVALUATION (NOT INCLUDING USAGE) RESULTS FROM THE ECO-INDICATOR 99 METHOD

 Test cycle 2,000 meters 2,000 meters 1,000 lights 1,000 lights 1,000 lights 1 year of shaving 1 year of shaving

 

  Impact distributed

over life cycle

(not including usage)

 Comparable impact 1 4.52 1 1.27 2.98 1 1.21

 Main impact Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used Plastics used
  contribute to contribute to contribute to contribute to contribute to contribute to contribute to
  depletion of oil depletion of oil depletion of natural  depletion of oil depletion of natural  depletion of oil depletion of oil
  reserves reserves gas reserves reserves gas reserves reserves reserves

THE FUEL BURNED BY A SMALL CAR OVER A DISTANCE OF 100 KM REQUIRES AS MUCH OIL AS IT TAKES TO PRODUCE THE PLASTIC IN:

  3,200 BIC® Cristal®  2,100 BIC® Velocity® Gel  2,500 BIC® Slim™  2,800 BIC® Classic 1,400 BIC Comfort 3®

  6,400 km of writing 1,680 km of writing  4.75 millions lights  50 years of shaving 38 years of shaving

SIMPLIFIED LIFE CYCLE EVALUATION (INCLUDING USAGE) RESULTS FROM THE METHOD, ECO-INDICATOR 99

  Impact distributed

over life cycle

(including usage)

 

 Main impact       Water Water
       consumption consumption
    

  BIC® Cristal® BIC® Velocity® Flint lighter Flint lighter BIC® Maxi BIC® Classic BIC Comfort 3®

  ballpoint pen Gel pen BIC® Maxi BIC® Slim™ electronic lighter single-blade shaver triple-blade shaver 

 Raw material
 Production
 Distribution
 End of life
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Measuring environmental performance
PRODUCTS

Eco-measuring has proven that the more lightweight a product
and the longer it is used, the better its environmental performance.

7.98%

86.41%

0.38%
5.23%

11.44%

83.96%

0.20%
4.40%

USAGE

75%

PRODUCT

25%

USAGE

78%

PRODUCT

22%

24.95%

66.14%

0.24%
8.67%

29.43%

62.97%

0.27%
7.33%

30.61 %

55.04%

0.20%
14.16%

5.62%

90.45%

0.27%
3.66%

10.68%

83.98%

0.47%
4.87%
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In 2007, BIC designed for
the Japanese marketplace
a version of its BIC® Orange™ 
ballpoint pen, containing
75.83 percent recycled
materials. Hence, the
product was given the
Japanese eco-label, Ecomark, 
which identifies environmentally-
friendly products.

BIC® Evolution™
graphite pencils,
manufactured
in France,
made up of

46%
recycled materials

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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Does BIC intend to make wider 
use of recycled materials, 
renewable raw materials,
or even biodegradable ones?
BIC closely monitors evolution in these 
technologies and their spin-offs. Since 
2007, recycled materials have been used to 
make the BIC® Orange™ ballpoint pen sold 
in Japan. For several years now, this is 
also the case for specific models in the 
BIC® Evolution™ range of graphite pencils.

In 2008, BIC Graphic USA launched a line of 
pens and BIC® Sticky Note® products made 
from recycled materials. The use of plastic 
from renewable sources is also being stud-
ied, notably for packaging. Nevertheless, 
the widespread use of these kinds of mate-
rials often runs up against limits of cost, 
quality and especially availability.

Are refillable products always 
better for the environment?
The fact that a product is “disposable” or 
“refillable” does not predetermine its envi-
ronmental performance.

>   For its shavers, BIC conducted a life 
cycle analysis (in accordance with the 
ISO 14040 standard) which shows that 
the environmental performance of a 
standard refillable shaver is no better 
than that of a non-refillable shaver.

>   In addition, some non-refillable ballpoint 
pens like the BIC® Orange™ could meet 
the criteria of the New French Eco label 
NF Environnement 400 which defines 
the criteria of an ecological pen. Some 
refillable ballpoint pens do not meet 
these criteria.

>   Regarding pocket lighters, refilling the 
gas is too dangerous an act for con-
sumer safety.

These elements confirm BIC’s strategy in 
offering light and long lasting products to 
consumers.

Are BIC® products recyclable?
Recycling is justifiable for products at end 
of life when they offer significant potential 
in both weight and volume, or are easy to 
disassemble (like automobiles, glass, paper 
and many kinds of packaging). Products 
such as pens, lighters and shavers do not 
meet these criteria: they are at the same 
time small, lightweight and scattered – 
which is why no companies collect and 
recycle them at this time.

3 questions for BIC
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Lightweight packaging
In Europe, 42 percent of BIC® writing arti-
cles are packed in boxes of 12, 20 or 50, 
and offered to consumers without any 
packaging at the point of sale. This is also 
the case for 65 percent of lighters. At the 
same time, 67 percent of shavers are sold 
in lightweight plastic ponches of 5, 10 or 
more.

Moreover, BIC optimizes its packaging 
according to ecodesign principles, all the 
while ensuring that packaging serves to 
protect and attractively present products. 
This approach has already paid off. For 
instance in the US, the weight of a box of 40 
BIC Comfort 3® shavers has been reduced 
by 20 percent, and in some cases, plastic 
packaging has been replaced by cardboard.

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT

BIC enters the female 
shaver market
with cartridge refills
Since developing a shaver just
for women in the late 1970s,
BIC has created various models
to meet women’s unique shaving needs,
offering a variety of styles, colors
and blade technologies. 

In 2007, its commitment to this
market is evident with the launch
of BIC® Soleil® System/Clic with 
cartridge refills. It features three 
blades for a close shave, a pivot head 
and lubricating strips with aloe and 
shea butter for maximum comfort.

The BIC® Soleil® System/Clic
ergonomic handle is equipped with
a broad rubber grip for easier handling. 
This new product is the result of many 
years of consumer research and 
technological evolutions. 

A program shared
with Wal-Mart
In 2007, BIC in the US entered
into cooperation with the distributor,
Wal-Mart, with the objective
of reducing packaging by around
5 percent, between now and 2013.

The program is based on the
following measurements of progress:
> eliminate,
> reduce,
> reuse,
> recycle,
> use raw materials
 from renewable sources,
> economize,
> educate consumers.
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. . .  DE VELOPMENTS . . .. . .  DE VELOPMENTS . . .

Decisive advantages
for the future

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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BIC manufactures about 88 percent of its products in its own factories.
Today, 17 production units are dedicated to stationery products, 4 to lighters
and 3 to shavers. Located for the most part in Europe, North and Latin America,
all are organized and managed in such a way as to ensure respect for the 
commitments of the BIC Group in terms of quality, safety and social responsibility.
Only 12 percent of our products are manufactured by subcontractors, with whom 
the BIC Group works closely to guarantee respect for BIC standards.

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT
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Industrial expertise
with a focus on quality
From the very start, BIC used its own pro-
cesses and production tools. In conformity 
with BIC Group values, its production pro-
cesses are designed to make available to 
the largest number of consumers a high 
level of quality. It is also with a view to 
achieving this objective that BIC integrates 
its industrial processes with multiple tests 
and a culture of continuous progress, nec-
essary for maintaining a constant level of 
performance and safety on a scale of daily 
production that amounts to several million 
products. BIC® products are manufac-
tured to tolerances measured in microns, 
and before any consumer even sees them, 
they undergo numerous tests and quality 
checks. For instance, the tiny ball in the 
point of each pen is systematically checked; 
our lighters are subjected to a battery of 
over 50 individual, automatic tests; and 
each blade in our shavers is checked 23 
different ways.

Pragmatic,
responsible management
BIC Group industrial policies on Environ-
ment, Health and Safety rely on a number 
of management systems. At the end of 2007, 
the Group achieved 99 percent implemen-
tation for its Environmental management 
system and 98 percent implementation for 
its Health and Safety management system. 
These systems enable site directors to set 
simple, pragmatic objectives. This way, 
each factory handles its own specific chal-
lenges (products, resources and raw mate-
rials, production processes, geographical 
location, while also contributing to BIC’s 
overall environmental performance.

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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 STATIONERY
 LIGHTERS
 SHAVERS

BIC FACTORIES

A unique industrial profile

BIC produces

88%
of its products
in its own 
factories

In South America,
local production
for local markets
In order to build its position and offer 
consumers quality at an affordable price 
for a long time, BIC has manufactured 
its stationery products, lighters and 
shavers locally in its factory in Manaus, 
Brazil. In 2007, production
began in the same
factory for BIC
Comfort 3® Action,
a one-piece triple-
blade shaver,
reinforcing this
strategy.
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Materials procurement

 Indicators

>  Plastics account for 16%
of purchasing costs

>  4 to 5 g of plastic in each
BIC® Classic shaver
and BIC® Cristal® ballpoint pen

>  The major environmental impacts
of our products result from the use
of plastics, a non-renewable resource

Utilization 

 Indicators

> A BIC® Cristal® ballpoint pen can draw
 a line 2 km long
> A BIC® Maxi lighter
 supplies 3,000 lights
> A BIC Comfort 3® shaver is good
 for an average 10 days of shaving
>  78.5% of the total environmental impact 

linked to the life cycle
of the BIC® Classic shaver relates
to the time spent shaving; a shave 
consumes on average 2 liters of water

End of life

 Indicators

>   The environmental impact
of the end of life cycle phases
of BIC® Cristal® pens,
BIC® Maxi lighters and
BIC® Classic shavers represent, 
respectively, 0.2%, 0.4%
and 0.2% of their total
environmental impacts
(Eco-Indicator 99)

Distribution
and transportation

 Indicators

> Sales in 160 countries
 at 3.2 million outlets
> Number of BIC® Cristal® pens
 per truck: 2.7 million
> Number of BIC® Maxi lighters
 per truck: 831,600
> Number of BIC® Classic shavers
 per truck: 845,000
> Air freight used for 2 percent
 of flows and accounts for 47 percent
 of GHG emissions

Production 

 Indicators

> 24 factories
>  Number of production sites

by the UN Human Development
Index of the country

> 88% of manufacturing takes
 place at BIC sites(1)

HIGH
DEVELOP-
MENT

LOW
DEVELOP-
MENT

MEDIUM 
DEVELOP-
MENT

PLASTICS

44%
INKS AND
SOLVENTS

7%

METALS

26%

PACKAGING
AND OTHER

23%
TOTAL

PURCHASING

IN 2007

(1)  This percentage also includes a small part
of manufacturing under BIC license.

21

3
0
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In 2007, the Manaus factory measured its 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions accord-
ing to the Bilan Carbone® method from the 
French Environment and Energy Manage-
ment Agency, ADEME. The study covered 
all GHG emissions, direct and indirect, 
resulting from on-site activities.

Findings were the following:
>  Direct GHG emissions (produced by the 

factory itself) are few.
>  Indirect GHG emissions (coming from 

suppliers during production of materi-
als, components and energy, or related 
to services purchased and used by the 
Manaus factory) represent over 90 per-
cent of total emissions.

>  Indirect GHG emissions related to the 
production of electricity represent the 
major share of indirect emissions, nota-
bly due to the large quantity of electric-
ity consumed by the Manaus factory and 
produced by the city of Manaus itself, 
burning fuel oil, a significant source of 
GHG.

>  The second most important indirect 
source of GHG emissions is the produc-
tion of raw materials, namely plastic, 
purchased by the Manaus factory.

Priority areas for progress are: reduced elec-
tricity consumption, preferred use of recy-
cled plastics, and investigation of possible 
renewable energy sources on site.

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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CAPITAL ASSETS

2.79%

DIRECT WASTE

0.24%
PASSENGER
TRAVELS

2.14%

IN-COMPANY
ENERGY USE

40.62%

PACKAGING
WASTE

7.73%

FREIGHT

3.07%

GHG EMISSIONS

BREAKDOWN

MANAUS - EMISSIONS

BY CATEGORY

(TON OF CO2 EQU.)

PURCHASE
MATERIALS

29.96%

IN-COMPANY
PROCESS EMISSIONS

5.64%

END OF LIFE

5.62%

UTILIZATION

2.20%

Safe and clean factories

MANAUS FACTORY
CARBON FOOTPRINT PERIMETER

Carbon footprint at the BIC Amazonia factory (Manaus, Brazil)
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The BIC Shaver factory in Verberie (France) 
initiated and then developed an action plan 
to reduce its energy consumption in 
response to economic and environmental 
concerns. Results of the Bilan Carbone® 
confirmed the importance of this plan.

A first step involving all factory employees 
allowed the identification of 150 points of 
improvement.

Most of the initiatives resulted from meet-
ings led by employees. The site’s electricity 
provider was also invited to join the project 
team.

To date, approximately 50 actions have 
been carried out, including tracking down 
compressed-air leaks and optimizing the 
use of this resource, finding a better way of 
matching the electricity supply with pro-
duction cadences, lowering the thermostat 
in workshops and eliminating unnecessary 
lighting.

Results have been immediate: energy con-
sumption per shaver produced has plum-
meted by 12 percent in just two years.

Greenhouse gas
direct emissions 
For 2007, the BIC Group quantified the direct 
emissions of greenhouse gases from its 
manufacturing plants. These emissions are
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) resulting from the 
combustion of fossil fuels (primarily natural
gas and fuel oil) by the manufacturing plants. 
These fuels are mainly used to heat buildings.
The total amount of direct greenhouse gas 
emissions was estimated equivalent at 12 thousand 
tons of CO2, that is a reduction of 1 thousand
tons of CO2 compared to 2006 emissions
(according to ADEME methodology, Bilan Carbone® 
V4, June 2006). 

Reduction of BIC shaver factory (Verberie, France) energy consumption

 2007 non-financial indicators audited. 
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INCIDENCE RATE:

NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS

LEADING TO LOSS OF TIME

by millions of hours worked 

13.9

2004

2004

2005

2005

2006

2006

2007

2007

11.0 10.4 11

SEVERITY RATE:

NUMBER OF CALENDAR DAYS LOST

AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENTS

by thousands of hours worked 

0.34

0.28 0.29

0.38

78% of BIC plants have a lower
accident rate than the French average
within this industry.

73% of BIC plants have a lower
accident severity rate than the French
average within this industry.

Extract from the BIC Environment, 
Health & Safety policy
Pollution Prevention
Maintain a coordinated program at each BIC facility
to identify and measure the environmental impacts
of our operations and products and take targeted
action to minimize those impacts.
Risk Prevention
Operate and maintain our facilities to prevent,
or at least minimize, risks to the health
and safety of our employees, subcontractors
and surrounding communities.
Regulatory Compliance
Diligently comply with all local environmental
and safety regulations.
Continuous Improvement
Integrate EH&S management systems into
our daily operations to maintain commitment
and deliver continuous improvement.
Awareness and Involvement
Maintain the awareness and involvement
of our employees and other stakeholders
in our improvement efforts. Communicate
our EH&S performance to all stakeholders.

The complete BIC Group
Environment Health & Safety
policy is available on our Web Site
www.bicworld.com

 2007 non-financial indicators audited. 
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Non-hazardous waste

In 2007, we experienced a 1.3% decrease
in the amount of non-hazardous waste 
generated per tonne of production. 
The most relevant improvements concern
the factories of BIC Corp. (USA) with a 
decrease of 45%, BIC Boulogne (France)
with 23% and BIC Graphic USA with 22%. 
For example, BIC Corp. (USA) continues
its actions towards raw material reduction 
and process improvement.
In the context of the implementation
of Environmental Management Systems,
33 programs regarding waste management 
have been initiated.

Hazardous waste

We experienced a 4% decrease in the amount 
of hazardous waste generated per tone
of production between 2006 and 2007
with comparable perimeter. 
The most relevant improvements concern
the factories of BIC Corp. (USA) with a 
decrease of 47%, BIC Ecriture 2000 (France) 
with 40%, BIC Violex (Greece) with 18%
and BIC Amazonia with 14%.
For example, BIC Amazonia (Brazil) built
a wastewater treatment plant that allows
the internal treatment of some hazardous 
liquid waste. In the context of the imple-
mentation of Environmental Management 
Systems, 33 programs regarding waste 
management have been initiated.

Consumption of water resources

Water-use efficiency of the BIC Group, 
represented by water consumption per tone
of production, has improved by 39%
between 2006 and 2007. 
This is primarily due to the continuation
of the decreases in consumption at Sheaffer 
(USA) that represents 54% of the Group water 
consumption. This high reduction is due
to an important decrease of the activity.

BIC Rasoirs (France), that represents 27%
of the water consumption, has also continued 
their improvements with a 19 % decrease
of consumption, mainly due to an optimization 
of their process.
Globally 50% of the sites have improved
their water consumption leading to a water 
consumption decrease of more than 30%. 
Moreover, 11 sites have both improved their 
production and decreased their consumption 
ratio; for example BIC Violex (Greece) 

increased by 33% their production with a 27% 
decrease in their consumption ratio.
The main reasons of this good performance 
are both the reuse of the water treated
by the wastewater treatment plant and
the dismantling of a cooling tower replaced
by a close loop cooling system.
In the context of the implementation
of Environmental Management Systems,
10 programs regarding water saving
have been initiated.

Consumption of energy resources 

including, if applicable, measures 

taken to improve energy efficiency 

and use of renewable energy sources

The BIC Group has achieved a 10% reduction 
in energy consumed per tonne of production 
since 2006.
The most relevant improvements concern
the factories of BIC Boulogne (France),
BIC Graphic USA, BIC Violex (Greece) and
BIC Ecriture 2000 (France) with a decrease
of respectively 26%, 16%, 14% and 8%. 

Among good practices developed in the field 
of energy savings are the use of energy
efficient lightning for the entities of BIC 
Boulogne (France) and BIC Graphic USA.
In the context of the implementation
of Environmental Management Systems,
22 programs regarding energy saving
have been initiated.

Consumption of raw materials

We are committed to optimizing the quantity 
of raw materials necessary to manufacture 
and sell our products. We initiated an 
ecodesign method for stationery products. 

This is a preventive approach that enables
us to integrate environmental concerns, 
beginning with the product design stage.
Recycled material are used in several
BIC® stationery products and in 2008,
the US is launching a range of writing 
instruments containing recycled material.
In the context of the implementation
of Environmental Management Systems,
6 programs regarding raw materials
reduction and 2 regarding packaging
have been initiated.

ANNUAL WATER CONSUMPTION

NORMALIZED TO PRODUCTION

BIC GROUP 

Cubic meter per tonnes

ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION

NORMALIZED TO PRODUCTION

BIC GROUP 

Giga joules per tonne

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF HAZARDOUS 

WASTE NORMALIZED TO PRODUCTION

BIC GROUP 

Tonne per tonne

2007 HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT

BIC GROUP

% of total expressed in tonne

HAZARDOUS WASTE REPARTITION

IN 2006 AND 2007

BIC GROUP  2006  2007

% of total expressed in tonne

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF NON-HAZARDOUS 

WASTE NORMALIZED TO PRODUCTION

BIC GROUP 

Tonne per tonne

2007 NON HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT

BIC GROUP

% of total expressed in tonne

NON HAZARDOUS WASTE REPARTITION

IN 2006 AND 2007

BIC GROUP  2006  2007

% of total expressed in tonne

INCINERATED
WITH ENERGY

RECOVERY

6%

LAND
DISPOSAL

31%

RECYCLED

63%

OTHER TREATMENT/
DISPOSAL(1)

0%

INCINERATED
WITH ENERGY
RECOVERY

37%
LAND

DISPOSAL

11%

RECYCLED

25%OTHER TREATMENT/
DISPOSAL(1)

27%

2003 2004 2005

18.17
16.39 15.99

2006 2007

15.74
14.1

2003 2004 2005

0.0365
0.03330.0309

2006 2007

0.0336 0.0322

2003 2004 2005

0.1637 0.1678 0.1548

2006 2007

0.1672 0.165

2003 2004 2005

48.7
42.7

37.6

2006 2007

35.5

21.7

(1)   Other forms of waste treatment, including incineration without energy recovery.

(1)   Other forms of waste treatment, including incineration without energy recovery.

Measuring environmental performance
PRODUCTION
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RECYCLED INCINERATED
WITH ENERGY
RECOVERY

LAND
DISPOSAL

OTHER
TREATMENTS /
DISPOSAL(1)

13

25

37

11

27

44

9

34

RECYCLED INCINERATED
WITH ENERGY
RECOVERY

LAND
DISPOSAL

OTHER
TREATMENTS /
DISPOSAL(1)

60 63

6

31

04

35

1

 2007 non-financial indicators audited. 
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Reconcile cost reduction
with sustainable development 
On numerous European routes, BIC 
involves its freight agents in continuously 
improving transportation organization. The 
objective of “zero empty runs” has already 
been achieved on the run between the 
warehouse in Château-Thierry, France, 
and the UK. Another initiative concerns the 
use of double-deck stacking in trailers, 
with the aim of carrying a maximum num-
ber of pallets on two levels, both outward 
and inward bound, between factories and 
warehouses. Even if such solutions are 
only viable on major routes, that are used 
regularly and in the long-term, this tech-
nique is promising in terms of reconciling 
transportation cost reduction with sus-
tainable development.

Rail freight: BIC remains
open to relevant solutions
Up until 2006, BIC used rail transportation 
for its merchandise on France-Spain and 
France-Italy routes. However, the drop in 
service quality, mainly in terms of trans-
portation times, made it necessary to 
return to road transportation. “From a 
structural viewpoint, it is difficult to rely 
massively on rail freight” (Stéphane Recchia, 
transportation and customs operations 
manager). “Our factories are rarely linked 
directly to a railway, which imposes the 
use of trucks at least up to a railway 
terminal.” Nonetheless, BIC remains open 
to railway operators who commit to rele-
vant, competitive proposals.

In cooperation with its customers and logistics service providers,
the BIC Group continuously optimizes its transportation operations,
including environmental aspects. Among current projects is
the rethinking of traffic flows, with a view to reducing the number
of empty runs. Another project aims at measuring greenhouse
gas emissions along main routes in order to set priority actions.

Measuring environmental performance
TRANSPORTATION
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  BIC and one of its freight agents in Europe,

Norbert Dentressangle, have decided to join 

forces in order to measure as precisely

as possible greenhouse gases produced

as a result of road transportation of BIC®

products on certain complex routes.

“ This initiative should allow for improved

environmental performance and optimum

customer service, for BIC and Norbert

Dentressangle alike” (Jean-Pascal Meunier, 

regional director for Norbert Dentressangle).
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Greenhouse gas emissions: 
steady improvement
in spite of increased 
volumes transported
In 2007, as in the previous year, BIC used 
the Bilan Carbone® method from ADEME  
to measure GHG emissions for its logistics 
chain. In 2006, the scope of the study 
covered 80 percent of total flows for 
finished products.

The principal findings of the independent 
agency responsible for the study
are the following:
>  air freight, used for 2 percent of flows, 

accounts for 47 percent of the GHG 
emissions, compared with 44 percent 
and 16 percent, for road freight,
and 54 percent and 37 percent
for sea freight;

>  the increase in freight between 2005 
and 2006 (+ 6%) did not prevent
a significant reduction in GHG emissions 
(–31%). These results can be explained 
by a dramatic drop in the use of air 
freight (and a corresponding increase
in maritime freight) on certain import 
and export routes, namely between 
Europe and the United States. 
Furthermore, these initial results are 
encouraging and confirm the wisdom of 
reducing air freight as much as possible.

Generally speaking, the main flows to be 
optimized in order to further reduce GHG 
emissions have been identified. This data 
constitutes a valuable basis for action
in the coming years.

AIR

2%

FREIGHT

IN T.KM

SEA

54%
ROAD

44%

ROAD

16%

SEA

37%
GHG

EMISSIONS

AIR

47%

Sea transportation
under review 
BIC is always open to alternative solutions 
that allow the reduction of GHG emissions. 
That is why it has evaluated the potential
of river transportation between Le Havre 
(Seine-Maritime, France) and Gennevilliers 
(Hauts-de-Seine, France). The study consisted 
of simulating freight transported on the 
Seine River with a 40-foot container, and 
then calculating the corresponding emissions 
(using the Bilan Carbone® method).

Finally, a similar estimation for overland 
freight was compared with the result.
The conclusion: there is no significant 
difference between the two scenarios in 
terms of GHG emissions, given current
data and the hypotheses considered. 
Although river transportation produces
less greenhouse gas per kilometer traveled, 
this advantage is almost entirely offset
by the added distance of river travel due
to the twists and turns of the Seine. 
However, BIC is still studying this solution
for other reasons, such as the advantages
of reducing road traffic.
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Relationships
founded on trust
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The acknowledged quality and safety of BIC® products, the company’s professionalism 
and the passion of its highly trained and committed teams, together with strong values, 
widely disseminated and applied throughout the BIC Group – all this constitutes a solid 
base on which to build relationships of trust. Whether with employees, customers
or partners, BIC strives daily to foster its corporate culture.

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT
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Values of responsibility and ethics, promoted by BIC, go hand-in-hand
with its goal of ensuring the professional success of BIC Group employees.
In practice, this translates into the application of BIC values,
training programs and career advancement, intended to strengthen
the skills and employability of its people.

TRAINING
AND PROGRESS
AS A TEAM

Identify and prepare
the Company’s future leaders
In markets where high levels of skill are 
more and more sought after (maybe even 
impossible to find), it becomes of funda-
mental importance to concentrate efforts 
on identifying and developing key human 
resources.

In this context, BIC prefers to develop the 
skills of its existing employees through 
internal promotion: for its first four levels 
of management, 80 percent of job positions 
are filled internally. The talent of certain 
employees, which is crucial to the develop-
ment of the Company, is of special impor-
tance and is the focus of tailored career 
advancement plans. Each year, based on a 
detailed review of our structure and human 
resources, a succession plan is validated 
by the Chairman and the CEO.

Training, a decisive challenge
for the BIC Group 
Training career and advancement are a 
source of recognition for employees and also 
essential objectives for BIC. They contrib-
ute above all to disseminating BIC Group 
values, to improving the operational effi-
ciency of teams and their managers, and to 
spotting and developing the skills of future 
leaders.

These actions in favor of progress are 
deployed, thanks to the active involvement 
of general and operational management 
within the framework of a program, 
known as People Development, and via BIC 
University.

BIC pays particular attention to measuring 
the quality of its trainings. Its partner, 
Formetris, enables the precise evaluation 
of the quality of programs in place. In 2007, 
the level of satisfaction was 80 on a scale 
of 0 to 100. The objective is to pursue this 
effort and to improve this measure of sat-
isfaction each year.

Training at BIC is seen by employees as the 
No.1 source of satisfaction, as shown by 
opinion surveys, carried out in Europe, the 
US and Latin America.

Collective
agreements
In all countries where BIC is located,

the BIC Group respects local collective

agreements. This concerns about

95 percent of employees.

Employees
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Include performance
in calculating
compensation package
Compensation for non-managerial 
employees is managed locally by the BIC 
Group’s different sites. As for managers, 
our priority is to position our compensation 
packages in all countries above the local 
market benchmark. In 2007, an outside 
analysis confirmed the achievement
of this goal.

BIC’s compensation policy also takes
into account recognition of individual
and team performance or more (depending 
on the level). This means that approximately
8 percent of each manager’s compensation 
package is made up of a variable element.

Promotion of ethics
Ethics is the first of the BIC Group’s
five values and is central to the business 
management practices promoted
by the Company. In 2005, a program
and an ethics charter were formalized
for all of the Company’s sites.
In 2007, guidelines for ethics were
also disseminated on the BIC intranet.
This means that each employee, in the
practice of his or her responsibilities,
can ask the right questions and find
appropriate answers.

Adherence to values
is regularly measured
In April 2005, 7,300 employees (97%
of the target population) were surveyed 
about their understanding of BIC values 
and about their application within the 
Company. Since then, every two years BIC 
conducts a survey on BIC Group values, 
including ethics. In 2007, findings showed
an improvement in the adherence
to our values: from 75 percent in 2005,
to 80 percent in 2007.

  People development:
a strong objective for BIC

“  Attract, retain and develop enough talented 
people to support our growth and prepare 
our leaders for tomorrow” (Mario Guevara, 
referring to the company’s first five
objectives in 2008).
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 2005 2006 2007

Board of Directors 22% 22% 20%
Leadership Team 8% 8% 10%
Managers (levels 3, 4, 5 and 6) 19% 18% 18%
Other managers and non-managers 45% 43% 42%

Total 42% 42% 41%

PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN 

EUROPE NORTH
AMERICA

LATIN
AMERICA

ASIA TOTAL

102
100 100 100 100 100

101

98

101 101

BENCHMARKING OF BIC MANAGERS’ COMPENSATION

WITH EXTERNAL MARKET (2007)

 BIC  Market median

> 15,769
 training days

>  80%
 internal promotion 
 rate for managers

BIC CULTURE

13,982

LEADERSHIP
COMPETENCE

20,612

PEOPLE
DEVELOPMENT

18,180

TECHNICAL 
TRAINING

73,380

TRAINING

THEMES

(in number of training
hours dispensed)

NUMBER OF TRAINING DAYS 

2006 2007

15,723
13,035

15,769

2005

2005

18%

82%

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 

BY BUSINESS ACTIVITY

2005 2006 2007

8,474

1,671

1,586

5,217

8,513 8,576

1,742
1,707

1,546
1,546

5,225 5,323

 Logistics, Marketing and Administration department
 Sales Force and Customer Service
  Manufacturing and R&D

2006

18%

82%

RATE OF INTERNAL PROMOTION 

AMONG MANAGERS

(LEVELS 3,4,5 AND 6)

 External recruitment
 Internal promotion

Measuring social performance

2007

20%

80%

 2007 non-financial indicators audited. 
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BIC Violex, a major 
employer in Greece
The Greek Minister of Economy
and Finance presented BIC Violex
with the Greek Chamber of Commerce’s 
first prize in the employment category.

This award is in recognition of the 
increase in the number of job opportunities 
from BIC in this country.

Developing management skills
Created in 1998, BIC University is a training 
center whose goal is to develop strong 
management skills in the BIC Group in 
order to facilitate the sharing of corporate 
culture and teamwork across geographical 
regions and hierarchical structures. Its 
training program includes both local and 
global instruction, administered across 
four continents. In 2007, over 15,769 days of 
training were given.

Innovative programs
Among the innovative programs implement-
ed by BIC University, were the “Mini MBA”, 
the BIC University Masters, and a con-
sumer marketing program.

The Mini MBA is a bona fide program, cre-
ated in cooperation with the Management 
Institute of Paris. The objective is to pro-

vide young managers with the most up-to-
date level of knowledge available in the 
different key areas of corporate manage-
ment (strategy, finance, sales, marketing, 
human resources, logistics chain and pro-
duction). Nearly 100 managers have par-
ticipated in this program.

The BIC University Masters program devel-
ops leadership abilities and lasts three 
years. It is taught by consultant-coaches 
who personally accompany participants, 
notably in dealing with real-life situations.

Developing the skills of our marketing 
teams in anticipating and dealing with con-
sumer needs is a key point in our corporate 
strategy. That is the reason why BIC 
University has implemented a unique con-
sumer marketing program – which lasts 
six days – partnering with ESSEC and HEC 
(two French business schools). Several dozen 
employees are participating in this program.

Conference cycle
To promote the advancement of all of the 
Company’s teams, a conference cycle every 
two months has been initiated. Prestigious 
speakers, recognized experts in their fields 
(innovation, marketing, people development, 
changes in the area of distribution…), are 
regularly invited to present latest devel-
opments and trends.

BIC University also partners with the 
Institute for Management Development of 
Lausanne, Switzerland, in order to allow 
six to eight people each year to participate 
in one of the Institute’s flagship programs, 
called Orchestrating Winning Performance.
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South Africa is the country with the 
largest number of HIV (Human Immuno-
deficiency Virus) infections in the world. 
Over 5 million people are infected.

In 2000, BIC South Africa instituted
a program to fight HIV and AIDS.
The program is managed by the company 
clinic and a steering committee composed 
of company employees.

The program has three different priorities:

>  Education, which has taken many 
forms, including videos, industrial 
theatre, presentations, peer-educator 
led discussion groups, gender education 
and open days for partners and children 
of employees. There are encouraging 
indications of understanding
and behaviour change amongst
the employees.

>  Voluntary counseling and testing
is available. Since 2002, nearly 50% of 
the employee’s have been tested on site. 
The fear of stigmatization unfortunately 
does deter some people from using
this service. In 2007, BIC organized,

in cooperation with the association, 
Right to Care, a voluntary counselling 
and testing campaign, during which
99 employees were able to have 
confidential testing done. This campaign 
was also extended to a group of contract 
labourers to whom BIC regularly turns 
for packaging jobs.

>  A health program is offered. For people 
who have been diagnosed as HIV positive, 
the clinic staff offer support and ongoing 
counselling, and supply nutritional 
vitamin supplements and prophylactic 
antibiotics. Opportunist infections are 
managed, and the disease progress is 
monitored. When needed, antiretroviral 
treatment is offered.

BIC South Africa pays for the majority
of medical expenses. The rest is financed 
by a fund established through employee 
contributions. Patients undergoing 
antiretroviral treatment make
a symbolic payment.

The fight against AIDS in South Africa

BIC commits itself to employee wellbeing
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With BIC, develop your 
own training program…
Since 2004, the Educa BIC program
has been available to employees
at BIC Amazonia in Manaus, Brazil.
The objective is to allow them to complete 
their grade school education if they have 
not already done so. 

The program is recognized by the 
national education system and includes 
coursework in history, biology, 
mathematics, Portuguese and English. 
Classes are taught by state-certified 
teachers. Since 2004, numerous 
employees have obtained diplomas from 
elementary school to high school level.

…and improve
your wellbeing at work
In order to encourage employees at the 
Milford site in the US to participate
in a program to improve their personal 
health, BIC Corporation instituted Wellness 
In Action (also known as WIN). During
the course of six months, participants 
monitor their weight, cholesterol and blood 
pressure. Results are measured during the 
BIC Challenge, a Company rally that lets 
employees measure against their peers. 
Participants encourage each other and 
share their most successful initiatives.
In June 2007, over 200 employees 
participated.

Moreover, BIC Amazonia also gives 
employees a daily opportunity to have 
stretching classes as an initiative
that helps them improve their physical 
fitness as well as their aptitude
at their workstations.

In the US, BIC raises 
sustainable development 
awareness among
its employees

At the end of 2007, BIC Graphic USA

devoted a week to promoting the Going

Green initiative among its employees.

This was a chance to remind everyone

of the division’s commitment to

continuously reducing the environmental

impact of its activities.

The focus was on preparations for the

launch of the BIC® Ecolutions™ range

in 2008, which includes ballpoint pens

and BIC® Sticky Note® products made

from recycled materials.

During the event, employees also had

the chance to meet with representatives

from two local associations, Progress

Energy and Pinellas County Recycling.

These presentations raised awareness

among employees as to possible ways

to save energy and recycle at home.
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In marketplaces where there is strong competition from low-cost
products, the commitment of the BIC® brand to quality and service takes
on full meaning. Quality at the right price, together with the logistical
know-how of a group working with distributors of all sizes in countries 
throughout the world, empowers BIC to efficiently service its customers,
locally as well as globally.

THE GUARANTEE
OF A WELL-KNOWN
INDUSTRIAL GROUP

BICareful™, communication
in support of lighter safety
BIC stands by its clients and distributors 
whenever and wherever quality and safety 
are important. In order to inform and 
train its clients in Europe, BIC publishes 
BICareful™, a twice-yearly newsletter with 
200,000 copies in some fifteen different 
languages. The newsletter follows develop-
ments in the arena of lighter safety and 
relevant legislation. 

At the time that the child-resistant regulation 
for lighters went into effect in Europe, 
BIC addressed its public via campaigns 
on the theme of “total safety for you and 
consumers.”

BIC USA Partners
with the National Association
of Convenience Stores (NACS)
Convenience stores are responsible for 
more than 65 percent of total BIC lighter 
sales in the USA, so a key priority for 
lighter distribution is the convenience store 
channel. Over the past several years, BIC 
has worked closely with the National 
Association of Convenience Stores (NACs), 
an international trade association represent-
ing more than 2,200 retail and 1,800 sup-
plier company members.

Patrick Cordle, Vice President - Lighter/
Shaver & Sales Operations, BIC Consumer 
Products USA, is serving as Chairman of 
the Supplier Board in 2008. The Supplier 
Board represents the mutual concerns of 
NACS retail and supplier members, serves 
as an organized voice for suppliers in the 
affairs of NACS, and collaborates with 
NACS and its retail members towards the 
achievement of strategic initiatives. “Our 
partnership with NACs has been a great 
opportunity for BIC to work with a group of 
dedicated people who all share a common 
goal: ensuring that the convenience store 
industry is growing and has the resources 
to meet the needs of the future.”

Customers

Mature marketplaces: initiatives
to build lasting ties with distributors
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At the request of some customers who provide 
office supplies, BIC published a brochure
on the environmental performance of
its products. In fact, many large companies
and public services now integrate
environmental considerations into their
purchasing policies.
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For over 30 years, BIC has been present in 
many developing countries and generates 
about 6.3 percent of its sales in those 
countries (“developing” according to the 
Human Development Index). In the Middle 
East, Africa and Asia, the low purchasing 
power of consumers is a key factor in any 
sales strategy. BIC applies simple com-
mon sense: foster local production under 
license, and adapt distribution and product 
packaging to local consumer habits. That 
is why in some countries, BIC sells its pens 
and shavers in packages that hold only one 
or two products.

Encourage local production
for local markets
Local production under license essentially 
concerns only classic ballpoint pens and 
shavers. In regions of the Middle East and 
Africa, this activity creates about 500 jobs 
with our partner producers. It also encour-
ages technology transfer. Because they 
have mastered plastic molding processes, 
many licence manufacturers are now in a 
position to fabricate other products. In 
addition, this kind of structure makes 
products more competitive and contrib-
utes to limiting transportation operations. 

In cooperation with distributors 
In many of these countries, with very spe-
cific markets and distribution channels, 
BIC relies on the knowledge and under-
standing of its distributors. For instance, 
local currencies may not be denominated 
in decimal points, like with cents for the 
euro. This means that changing the price of 
a product, adding or subtracting the small-
est monetary unit available, can result in 
a radical change in positioning. Hence, 
pricing policy is set together with local 
distributors, depending on consumer habits 
and sales price thresholds.

Emerging markets: a strategy
based on specific local knowledge

Each year, we notice significant progress by BIC
in the integration of environmental and social 
responsibility in its daily processes. In 2007
BIC integrated carbon stakes thanks to carbon
footprints measured in sites and for transportation.
BIC also reinforced its evaluation of product 
environmental performance. Lyreco and BIC could
work together on this subject in the future.

GUY HORNUNG,
GROUP QUALITY-SECURITY-ENVIRONMENT DIRECTOR,
AND TRAN THIEN OANH,
GROUP MARKETING DIRECTOR, LYRECO
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In economies around the world, BIC champions its commitment
to quality at the right price. At the same time, its product ranges 
change in response to fluctuating demand in its different markets.

BIC takes to heart its longstanding contract with consumers,
both a guarantee of confidence and a crucial condition
for the continuation of its business.

A LASTING COMMITMENT,
ADAPTED AND RESPONSIVE
TO CHANGE

Providing essential products
Offering everyone the possibility of buying 
high-quality essential products at reason-
able prices is a priority for BIC. Optimizing 
the product’s design, the choice of raw 
materials, and different retailing methods 
help keep this promise.

BIC®’s promise
Our promise is an integral part of the BIC® 
brand, today, one of the best-known in the 
world. Ours is an image of quality and fair 
price, but also one that is warm and friendly.

Each of the other brands of the BIC Group 
– BIC® Kids, Tipp-Ex®, Wite-Out®, Sheaffer® 
and PIMACO® – also enjoy strong equity in 
their own segments. In 2007, there were 
various TV commercials and print advertis-
ing campaigns in our different markets.

In order to get as close as possible to 
young consumers, BIC strengthened its 
presence on the Web. For instance in 2007, 
the launch of the new shaver, BIC Comfort 
3® Advance™ was backed by a humorous, 
viral, European marketing campaign, 
accessible at www.3fineslames.com and 
www.3suaveshojas.es.

Launched in May 2006, the viral marketing 
campaign at www.assuralecrit.com contin-
ues to receive awards and to be posted on 
video community Web sites.

Consumers
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Innovation just for the consumer
The Group’s strength has always been its 
knack for understanding consumer expec-
tations and finding technical solutions, 
enabling it to offer real advantages at fair 
prices. BIC’s goal is to ensure the durabi-
lity of its classic products by steadily 
improving them and adapting its selection 
to the needs of different markets while 
constantly offering new products with 
higher value added. 

BIC® lighters:
reliable and safe 
The strong performance of BIC products in 
terms of safety is another strong advantage 
which reinforces the loyalty of its custo-
mers and consumers. These criteria are even 
more important when it comes to lighters. 
Each of the five million BIC® lighters manu-
factured every day undergoes over 50 indi-
vidual automatic tests during the manu-
facturing process. Tests conducted on BIC® 
lighters by independent and accredited 
laboratories show that BIC® lighters strictly 
conform to all safety standards.

BIC supports new
European legislation
As of March 11, 2008, in conformity
with a decision of the European 
Commission (2006/502/EC), the safety 
standard ISO 9994 concerning lighters
continues to be mandatory, and it is
now forbidden to import, produce or sell
to consumers in the European Union 
novelty lighters or any lighter that is
not child-resistant (except luxury
and semi-luxury lighters).

BIC, as a proponent of consumer safety, 
applauds this decision and supports
its application to all players in the 
marketplace, in particular, importers
of low-cost lighters.

On this topic, François Bich, Executive 
Vice President for the BIC Group,
in charge of the lighter category declared,
“Rules are important, but enforcing them 
is critical. Lighter safety rules are too
often not respected and if there is no 
enforcement, consumers will be less safe.”
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In 2007, BIC pursued its support program for local community
initiatives in favor of education, hygiene and health.
In practice, this meant donations of stationery products
and shavers, as well as financial contributions and
employee volunteer initiatives in neighboring communities.
In fact, BIC® products meet universal everyday needs,
such as writing and shaving.

Activities in communities are generally managed by the
subsidiaries themselves, because they have better visibility
when it comes to local needs and are better prepared
to manage these programs more efficiently.

ACTIVE IN THE FIELD

In Kenya, a growing number of people,
particularly women and children, are
the victims of sexual abuse and domestic 
violence. In 2001, the women’s hospital
in Nairobi opened a recovery center
for the victims of violence. Since then,
about 6,500 people have been admitted
for free examinations, treatment
and psychological counseling.

To keep pace with the growing number
of victims, a project to build an extension 
to the recovery center and a new hospital 
was initiated. As part of its own initiative, 
called “Rewriting life with BIC”,
the Company contributed financing. 

Helping the victims of domestic violence in Kenya

In Latin America,
BIC employees lend
a helping hand
In 2007, the number of programs
with BIC employee volunteers increased.
For example, in Uruguay, as part of
the initiative, A Roof for My Country, 
employees donated their time to participate 
in the construction of two houses, 
intended for destitute families.
BIC Uruguay contributed to the purchase 
of building materials.

For their part, employees of BIC Mexico
and BIC Argentina participated
in renovating local schools.

Communities
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EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES
AMONG BIC GROUP SUBSIDIARIES

Product

donations
83

>  France – writing and shaving products were donated for some 55 initiatives
to meet local philanthropic needs: support for schools in Africa, aid for
homeless people in France, and support for medical care programs.

>  BIC Canada – as part of the project Pencils for Kids, BIC Canada made
a significant donation of pencils to African schools.

>  BIC Sport donated surfboards to a water park in Essaouira (Morocco)
that offers sports activities to some of the poorest young people.

>  BIC Graphic Europe – a dozen initiatives were undertaken, mainly
centered on education and health, including product donations
for projects in Latin American countries, and in the Philippines,
Mauritania, Malawi, Mozambique, Spain and Portugal.

Financial aid

for philanthropic 

organizations 

62

>  Brazil – in 2007, PIMACO supported numerous programs to help disabled,
hospitalized or homeless children, living in the streets of Rio de Janeiro.

>  France – BIC renewed aid to the association, L’enfant@l’hôpital, which organizes
writing workshops for hospitalized children and adolescents.

>  USA – USA continued financial support for the Pinellas Education
Foundation, and employees participated in the 5 km long, Susan B. Komen
Race for the Cure, to raise funds for the fight against breast cancer.

>  Australia – BIC made a contribution in the fight against breast cancer,
as part of a product promotion.

>  Guatemala – during the Christmas season, BIC once again enabled orphans
and destitute, elderly people to attend the Nutcracker ballet.

Employee

volunteer

work

22

>  Brazil – BIC Amazonia employees volunteered their time to distribute
food to destitute families in Manaus.

>  Mexico and Argentina – BIC employees participated in renovating
schools, contributing to improved conditions for pupils.

>  USA – BIC Corp.’s Community Service Volunteer team distributed food
and clothing through different community organizations to people in need.

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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BIC Corporation
in the fight
against malnutrition
In Connecticut, USA, due to low
purchasing power, one child out
of three from low-income families
suffers from malnutrition.

In 2007, employees from the BIC site
in Milford made a commitment,
through the Kids’ Backpack Program,
to fight against this growing trend
by preparing and offering to children
packed food to supplement their meals 
during the weekend.

In the Netherlands,
BIC joins with UNICEF
In 2007, BIC supported UNICEF through
a program to promote BIC® Kids coloring 
products. For each BIC® Kids kit sold in 
elementary schools, 3 euros were donated 
to UNICEF. In a related activity, children 
were invited to participate in a drawing 
contest; for each drawing submitted,
BIC® Kids again donated 3 euros
to UNICEF. The program took place
during the summer: for each pack
of BIC® Kids felt-tip pens sold, 0.3 euro 
was donated to UNICEF. This program
was considered a total success, which
led BIC to make a long-term commitment
to this partnership.

The estimated amount of these activities exceeds 0.5% of the Group pre-tax profits.

THEMES FOR ACTIVITIES SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITIES

EDUCATION

67%

INTERNAL

ESTIMATION

OF THE VALUES

OF ACTIVITIES

HEALTH

33%
EDUCATION

64%
NUMBER

OF ACTIVITIES

HEALTH

36%
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EMPLOYEES SUPPLIERS SHAREHOLDERS BANKS GOVERNMENTS NET INVESTMENTS

398
million euros
This amount
included wages,
social contributions
and profit-sharing
paid to employees.

735
million euros
This amount included
BIC purchases
of raw materials,
consumables and
services. Some local
taxes were also included 
in this amount.

95
million euros
BIC paid 64 million euros
in dividends, 4 million 
euros on minority
interest buy back
and also invested
27 million euros
in share buybacks.

(6)
million euros
The amount included
3 million euros related
to loans, net of repayments, 
contracted by the Group 
and 3 million euros 
following the reduction
of financial asset
portfolio.

83
million euros
Total amount
of corporate income
taxes paid all over
the world.

82
million euros
This amount included
the 69 million euros
for manufacturing assets,
the acquisition of patents
and licenses and other 
investments for 8 million euros,
the subsidiaries’ acquisitions
for 13 million euros and
the disposal of manufacturing 
assets for 8 million euros.

Net sales: 1.456 billion euros 

>   460 million euros in Europe

>    641 million euros in North America and Oceania

>   270 million euros in Latin America 

>   85 million euros in the Middle East, Africa and Asia

BIC GROUP - 2007 ANNUAL AND
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* does not include the change in net current working capital.

Distribution of revenues
to stakeholders*
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SOCIÉTÉ BIC - 

Year ended December 31st, 2007

Further to your request and in our capacity as 
Statutory Auditor of SOCIÉTÉ BIC, we have 
performed a review on the reporting proce-
dures of certain indicators as published in the 
2007 Annual and Sustainable Development 
report and relating to the following domains: 
Human Resources, Health & Safety and 
Environment.
These procedures, together with the informa-
tion published in the report, were prepared by 
the Group’s Sustainable Development depart-
ment under the responsibility of the Executive 
Management.

Nature and scope of our work
In collaboration with the Group’s Sustainable 
Development department, we have identified 
thirteen indicators, to which this report refers. 
We performed our review on the 2007 figures as 
indicated in the annual and Sustainable Develop-
ment report by the symbol .
For these thirteen indicators, we have per-
formed the following procedures:
•  We have enquired into the procedures and 

systems implemented for the social (Human 
Resources and local social audits), Health 
& Safety and environmental reporting in 
order to assess their relevance, reliability, 
objectivity and precision with respect to the 
Group’s policies and activities and to the 
international nature of its establishments.

•  We have conducted interviews with the 
management of the Sustainable Develop-
ment department and their direct corre-
spondents in order to assess the appropri-
ateness of the procedures for the collection, 
consolidation and control of information.

•  We have conducted interviews with those in 
charge of collecting and consolidating 
information from four factories in order to 
assess whether the procedures had been 
properly understood and implemented. 
These four factories cover the principal 
activities of the Group: Stationery, Lighters 
and Shavers, and are located in France and 
in Spain.

Our work was not intended to provide moder-
ate or reasonable assurance on the applica-
tion of the reporting procedures or the indica-
tors themselves, and thus does not include all 
the verifications pertaining to an audit or a 
limited review, in accordance with the 
International Standards on Assurance 
Engagements, but to report our findings on 
the procedures for the selected indicators.

Findings
•  The BIC Group relies on a dedicated inter-

nal system which ensures the annual 
reporting and consolidation of information 
for the Group entities.

•  The definition of the indicators, their scope 
and the reporting procedures takes into 
account the Group’s activities and the inter-
national nature of their establishments.

•  The guidelines and tools for reporting sus-
tainable development indicators were com-
municated to different contributors across 
all Group entities, and were applied in all 
the establishments we visited.

•  The rules for scope determination are 
unique to each type of indicator.

•  In 2007, the BIC Group clarified the defini-
tion of certain environmental indicators 
and redefined the consolidation procedure.

•  In 2007, the BIC Group integrated social and 
environmental indicators into its financial 
reporting framework, in order to improve 
the reliability of the collection of this infor-
mation.

•  As part of the continuous improvement in 
the BIC Group’s sustainable development 
reporting procedures, the reliability of the 
published information could be enhanced 
by the formalisation and strengthening of 
control procedures at each level of the col-
lection and consolidation of data.

•  We do not have any other comments on the 
reporting procedures.

Paris, 2 April 2008

Statutory auditor’s report on the application of reporting procedures
for a selection of indicators published in the annual and sustainable development report

Grant Thornton

French Member of Grant 

Thornton International

Gilles Hengoat
Partner

Grant Thornton

ecodurable®

Robin Edme
Partner

Verification of key indicators

 2007 non-financial indicators audited. 



Perimeter and selection of the non-financial 

indicators published in this report

The period covered is from January 1st, 2007 to 
December 31st, 2007. The published indicators are 
linked to major social and environmental stakes for BIC.
Social indicators are related to the BIC permanent 
workforce. Health and Safety indicators are related 
to BIC employees in production sites except those 
recently acquired, which that will be integrated in 
2008 reports.
Environmental indicators are related to the Group 
factories and one warehouse.
Community activity reports are based on a question-
naire sent annually to subsidiary management. 
Sustainable Development team members check the 
coherence of these published figures.
The application of procedures to a selection of non-
financial indicators received an external verification. 
The certificate is in this report.
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For the first time, we have brought together in one single 

document the BIC Group’s annual report and sustainable 

development report. Join us in a voyage of shared values 

and discover through the eyes of two young travelers,

the many sides to our story. Their itinerary meanders 

through a Mediterranean village in France, an open-air

shop in Pakistan, a BIC factory, and New York City…

in fact, everywhere that BIC® products are designed, 

manufactured and used. Along with these two young 

travelers, meet the people who make BIC® a world brand,

chosen and loved throughout the world.
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